Peace Family!!!
If you are new to the Genesis Natural Order Family,
We Welcome You Aboard!
With the rise of sickness & toxic products made readily available in our
communities, our family began making natural remedies in 2013 to service
the needs of our own family.
Our natural healing & beauty remedies have proven so effective that our
products continue to grow in high demand from our extended family,
friends, neighbors, & the body of Christ Yashaya.
Our own community & those who understand that the future of our
people will not come by observation has continued to sow into Genesis
Natural Order. Now together we witness the fruits of your support! We
could never thank you all enough & will continue to seek out alternative & complementary remedies
for our nation & those who dwell peacefully with us! Qam Yasharahla (Rise Israel).
Now about your order: You may have chosen a full kit or selected 1 or a few items from the
package to try out. Either way, please enjoy the fruitful benefits of our natural hair care products
handmade with love. Here are instructions on how to use each item.

Creamy Shampoos: Completely saturate your head, hair, and/or beard

with water from

roots to ends. Shake, shake, shake your shampoo! Contents are likely to separate while sitting.
Start w/ a dime to quarter size amount and rub into the scalp. Completely lather & sud your scalp
first. Massage & rub shampoo into the scalp vigorously to uplift any build up. Use the palm of your
hands or finger tips. Do not scratch! If you need more suds, add more 1 dime/quarter size at a time.
You will feel when your scalp is clean. The peppermint will be cooling to your scalp. Rinse thoroughly.
The suds from your scalp will cleanse as it rinses down your hair strands. This helps to prevent
completely stripping your hair. Those with a lot of hair may need to go through another cycle of
cleansing. But remember your ends do not require much friction between your hands & suds to
cleanse. Once your scalp/hair is completely cleansed & rinsed move on to…

Hibiscus Hair Fertilizer:This fertilizer is a conditioning leave in spray.

Please shake well

and add to a spray bottle. Hibiscus is a natural dye but washes away easily (not permanent). The
chance of temporarily coloring items you don’t want colored is highly likely if trying to pour &
transfer the liquid from your hands to your hair.
Spray the fertilizer from roots to ends. Please always spray on immediately after a wash for best
conditioning results. The Hibiscus Hair Fertilizer is also great for daily use, so use it as often as
you like! After you’ve set your hair with the Hibiscus Hair Fertilizer, it is then time for your

Honey Butter Hair

Balm, Pudding, or Goop! Any of the 3 are used the same!!! The fun thing

about Goop is the texture varies to the seasons. During warm/hot climates it is more gooey. During
cold climates, it is more like cake batter. Anywhere in between hot or cold climates, the texture is
anywhere in between. Either way the hair results are still the same. During the thicker Goop!
Season, take the Goop! Between your (not too wet) palms and rub palms together to melt down or
dissolve a bit and then apply to hair. The Goop was designed with the Jherri Curl days in mind.
Remember how moisturized everyone’s hair was? So juicy & moisturized, it was much easier to
retain moisture and length. The Goop! Is not quite Jherri Curl juice (not messy), but the results at
the end are the same! Enjoy & Much Love to You!!! - Genesis Natural Order

***GOOP EXTRA STRENGTH: If you’ve ordered Goop Extra Strength, you more than likely have a stubborn skin
ailment. You HAVE to be just as aggressive as your rash or affliction is with you! Apply Goop to the affected area at
least TWICE DAILY (especially after showering or bathing). If you’re witnessing improvement...Do NOT stop. You are
in a battle...be determined to WIN!!! Aah

Heals!***

